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Abstract. An in-beam study of the transfermium nucleus 252No has been performed using the
JUROSPHERE II array of germanium detectors coupled to the gas-filled recoil separator RITU. A new
technique of recoil-fission tagging was used to extract tagged γ-ray data. Having significant spontaneous
fission and α-decay branches, 252No is an ideal candidate for a comparative study. In a similar manner
to α-decay tagging the fission events can be used to obtain γ-ray data. The recoil-fission tagged γ-ray
spectrum showed a similar structure to the α-decay tagged γ-ray spectrum. By comparing the α-tagged
and fission-tagged spectra and decay curves, it was shown that the spontaneous fission originates from the
same initial state as the α decay. This extension of the tagging method allows in-beam spectroscopic data
to be obtained from heavy nuclei with significant spontaneous-fission branches.

PACS. 25.70.-z Low and intermediate energy heavy-ion reactions – 25.85.Ca Spontaneous fission – 29.30.-h
Spectrometers and spectroscopic techniques – 29.30.Kv X- and gamma-ray spectroscopy
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1 Introduction

Nuclei far from stability are an important testing ground
for the predictive power of nuclear models, and the in-
vestigation of the heaviest elements has always been one
of the central themes of nuclear physics. The collected
decay data establish a means of comparison with theoret-
ical data. According to the liquid-drop model, nuclei with
a proton number greater than approximately 102 should
not exist. This is due to the destructive effect of Coulomb
repulsion. However, the heaviest system reported to date
contains 118 protons (see [1] and references therein). The
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Fig. 1. Gamma-ray spectra obtained in the analysis of
R.-D. Herzberg, where the method of recoil-α tagging was
used. Upper panel: recoil-gated γ-ray spectrum. Lower panel:
recoil-gated and 252No α-tagged γ-ray spectrum. See ref. [10]
for further details.

effect of shell stabilization accounts for the existence of
super-heavy nuclei [2].

The heaviest systems are produced in fusion-
evaporation reactions with cross-sections at or below pi-
cobarn levels. This means that no structure information
can be obtained beyond α-decay energies, branching ra-
tios or decay half-lives. Nuclei in the transfermium re-
gion can be produced with much higher cross-sections, at
the microbarn or sub-microbarn level. At this level de-
tailed nuclear spectroscopy can be performed using in-
beam experiments, using the recoil-gating or recoil-decay
tagging techniques. The techniques of recoil-gating and
recoil-decay tagging, first used by Simon et al. [3] and
Paul et al. [4], respectively, have been used with great
success in recent years. A recent study of 254No allowed
excited states up to a spin of 22h̄ to be observed, and
showed evidence for non-yrast states [5]. It is hoped that
detailed knowledge of the structure of the transfermium
elements will provide data to constrain nuclear models
and aid predictions of the properties of super-heavy ele-
ments. Significant progress has been made in the study of
transfermium nuclei lying around the “magic” deformed
neutron sub-shell atN = 152 [5–7]. Today the heaviest nu-
cleus for which in-beam spectroscopy has been performed
is 255Lr [8]. Many of the isotopes in the transfermium re-
gion have significant spontaneous-fission branches which
compete with α decay. One can therefore extend in-beam
spectroscopy to even heavier nuclei by tagging with fission
events. One such example where recoil-fission tagging is
essential in order to obtain γ-decay data is 256Rf, which
has a spontaneous-fission branch of 99.5% [9].

The detection efficiency for α particles is around 55%,
as a large fraction of the emitted α particles escape the
detector into which the recoils are implanted. The abso-
lute value of the detection efficiency is dependent on the
α-particle energy and implantation depth. In the case of
fission, the fragments are emitted back-to-back and it is
enough to detect one of the fragments. This means that

the fragments are detected with much higher efficiency.
The main technical problem in detecting both α particles
and fission fragments simultaneously is the huge difference
in decay energies. Alpha-decay energies are of the order of
5–10MeV while the total kinetic energy release (TKE) in
fission is of the order of 200MeV.

The data obtained in the experiment described in this
work were previously analysed using the recoil-gating and
recoil-(α)-decay tagging techniques by Herzberg et al., and
published in ref. [10]. Figure 1 shows the γ-ray spectra ob-
tained in the analysis presented therein. The spontaneous-
fission branch of 252No is around 20–25% with a total pro-
duction cross-section of around 220 nb with a half-life of
T1/2 = 2.3(2) s [11]. This makes 252No an ideal case for
a comparative study of fission and α-decay tagging. In
this work a proof-of-principle analysis of the recoil-fission
tagging of 252No is presented.

2 Experimental details

The experiment was carried out at the Accelera-
tor Laboratory of the University of Jyväskylä us-
ing the JUROSPHERE II germanium detector array
coupled to the gas-filled recoil separator RITU [12].
The JUROSPHERE II comprised 27 Compton-suppressed
HPGe detectors (15 Eurogam Phase I, 5 Nordball and 7
Tessa) [13–15]. The total photopeak efficiency was 1.7%
at 1.3MeV. The reaction 206Pb(48Ca, 2n)252No was em-
ployed to produce 252No. The beam energy at the center
of the target was 216MeV corresponding to an average ex-
citation energy of 22.5MeV. The targets were 500µg/cm2

thick self-supporting foils of 206Pb produced from isotopi-
cally enriched material containing 99.8% 206Pb. The total
beam dose of 48Ca particles incident on the target was
approximately 9.3 × 1016. The experimental details are
summarized in table 1.

A position-sensitive PIPS (Passivated Implanted Pla-
nar Silicon) detector was used at the focal plane of RITU
to identify recoils and their subsequent decays and also
as a start detector for the time-of-flight (TOF) measure-
ment. The PIPS detector has sixteen individual position-
sensitive strips. The size of the detector was 80× 35mm2.
Individual energy signals were taken from the top and bot-
tom of each PIPS strip. These signals were used to deter-
mine the position of an event, through charge division. In
addition, the top and bottom signals were used to deter-
mine the total energy of an event. There were two methods

Table 1. Summary of experimental details.

Beam 48Ca9+

Beam energy (ECoT) 216MeV

Excitation energy (E∗) 22.5MeV

Target 206Pb

Target thickness 500µg/cm2

Irradiation time 238 h

Approximate total dose 9.3× 1016 part.
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Fig. 2. Time of flight versus recoil energy. The gates used to
select 252No recoils are shown in the figure.

to determine the total energy. The first method involved
the electronics associated with the PIPS detector. The in-
dividual top and bottom signals were fed into a sum am-
plifier to give the total energy. In the second method, the
individual top and bottom signals were summed in soft-
ware during the offline analysis. In the figures shown here,
the software total energy is labelled as “rec sum plus”.
The software total energy has poor energy resolution but
extends the detectable energy range significantly. In ad-
dition to the PIPS detector, the focal-plane spectrome-
ter of RITU also consisted of a Multi-Wire Proportional
Counter (MWPC) and four Nordball-type HPGe detec-
tors. The MWPC used gold-plated tungsten wires with
1mm pitch in x- and y-direction. The operational voltage
of the MWPC was 450V. Two different signals were taken
from the MWPC, an energy loss signal (∆E) and a stop
signal for the time-of-flight measurement.

A total of 2890 α decays with full energy from the
ground state of 252No and 1440 252No fission events were
identified. A more detailed description of the experiment
can be found in ref. [10].

3 Analysis

As mentioned above, the analysis of 252No γ-ray data
based on recoil-gating and recoil-α-decay tagging was re-
ported in ref. [10]. The analysis did not include the tagging
of recoils with fission events, which is addressed here. The
first step in the analysis is the identification of recoils. The
252No recoils can be identified from matrices of the time of
flight versus recoil energy and energy loss in the MWPC
versus the recoil energy. As the flight distance between
the PIPS detector and the MWPC was only 10 cm, the
beam and the recoils are not clearly separated. Figure 2
shows a plot of the time of flight versus the recoil energy.
The gates used to select 252No recoils are also shown in
the fig. 2. With a beam energy of 216MeV essentially only
the 2n evaporation channel was open, which can be seen
from fig. 4 where 252No α decay clearly dominates. The

Fig. 3. Events found to correlate with 252No α decay shown
in a recoil energy versus time-of-flight plot.

Fig. 4. Partial spectrum of events in the PIPS detector, in
anti-coincidence with the MWPC. The α-decay peaks of inter-
est are labelled.

other strong peaks (248Fm, 244Cf and 240Cm) belong to
the 252No decay chain.

Figure 3 shows a plot where recoils were correlated
with 252No α decay with open recoil energy and time-
of-flight gates with the execption Erecoil[a.u.] < 1000. In
fig. 3 the 252No recoils form the majority of the corre-
lated events but some scattered beam is still present. The
scattered-beam component can be minimized by optimiz-
ing the gates around these events and following the effect
on the recoil-(α)-tagged γ spectrum.

Figure 4 shows the partial α particle energy spectrum
in anti-coincidence with the MWPC. The anti-coincidence
with MWPC separates the actual 252No α decays from the
scattered low-energy beam particles.

The selected recoils shown in fig. 2 were found to corre-
late with the 252No α peak, presented in fig. 4 within four
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Fig. 5. Low-gain amplification energy spectrum where the in-
dividual top and bottom signals of the PIPS detector were
summed in software to create a new total energy. “raw” rep-
resents all events and “vetoed” represents events in anti-
coincidence with the MWPC detector. The figure shows partial
data.

half-lives (10 s) [11] time interval after the implantation of
a recoil and within a position window of 1.7mm.

3.1 Detection of fission events

The PIPS detector was instrumented with two separate
amplification channels in order to maintain resolution for
low-energy events, and to allow simultaneous detection
of high-energy events. The high-gain amplification chan-
nel was used for signals from low-energy events such as
α decay. The low-gain amplification channel was used for
high-energy signals such as the implantation of a recoil or
a fission event. The two gain ranges overlapped such that
high-energy α decays could also be seen in the low-gain
amplification range. As described earlier, the signals taken
from the top and bottom of the PIPS detector were fed
into a sum amplifier to create a total energy signal. Unfor-
tunately, the gain of the low-amplification range was tuned
such that fission events had a high probability of saturat-
ing the sum amplifier. To overcome this limitation, the
individual top and bottom signals were summed in soft-
ware in order to measure the fission events with very high
decay energy. This method extended the dynamic range of
the low-amplification side and allowed fission events to be
distinguished. Figure 5 shows the low-gain amplification
energy spectrum produced through software summing of
the individual top and bottom signals. If the software sum-
ming of the individual top and bottom signals is not used,
the spectrum is cut off at around channel number 4000. In
the figure “raw” represents all events and “vetoed” repre-
sents events in anti-coincidence with the MWPC detector.

In the process of searching for fission events a tempo-
ral and spatial correlation was made between 252No re-
coils and events in the low-gain amplification range. The
maximum search time allowed for the correlation was 15 s,

Fig. 6. Spectrum of events in the low-gain amplification range
position and time correlated with 252No recoils within a max-
imum search time of 15 s. Individual top and bottom signals
were summed in software to create a new total energy. The
figure contains all data from the experiment.

which corresponds to six half-lives. No energy constraints
were placed on events in the low-gain amplification range.
Figure 6 shows the resulting correlated spectrum from the
low-gain amplification range. Two broad distributions ap-
pear in the total energy spectrum. The broad distribu-
tion at channel numbers 2000–3000 represents target-like
transfer or knock-out products which were not triggered
(vetoed) by the MWPC. The pulse-height defect (PHD)
distorts the total energy scale since it is dependent on
both mass and energy. Fission fragments typically have
masses M = 100–150 and energies E = 0.5–1.5MeV/u
while transfer products in this case have masses close to
the target mass of typically M = 206–210 and energies
E ≈ 0.6MeV/u. In this respect the PHD is higher for
transfer products. This does not pose a significant prob-
lem since the energy estimation is very rough and provides
a region of interest rather than an accurate calibration.
Taking the energy loss in all materials within RITU into
account, the target-like products should have energies of
the order of 70MeV. The centroid energy of the broad dis-
tribution at higher channel numbers therefore corresponds
to roughly 160MeV. Thus, the broad distribution at chan-
nel numbers 5000–7000 represents the possible 252No fis-
sion events.

Figure 7 shows the number of observed decay events
as a function of time plotted for both the 252No α-decay
events and the assumed 252No fission events. When the
decay curve of the presumed 252No fission events was com-
pared with the 252No α-decay curve a similar behavior was
observed.

The resulting half-lives extracted from these curves
were T1/2 = (2.46 ± 0.05) s for the 252No α decay and

T1/2 = (2.54±0.07) s for the assumed 252No fission events.
Within the error limits the observed half-lives are in agree-
ment with the previously measured value 2.3(2) s [11]. This
gives strong support to the assumption that the broad dis-
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Fig. 7. Upper part: Decay curve of the assumed 252No fission
events. Lower part: Decay curve of the 252No α-decay events.
A half-life of T1/2 = (2.54± 0.07) s was deduced for the fission
events and a half-life of T1/2 = (2.46 ± 0.05) s for the 252No
α decay. Within error limits the half-lives are identical.

tribution of high-energy events, shown in fig. 6, does in-
deed represent 252No fission events. Further support can
be obtained from the γ-ray spectrum. If the assumed
fission events produce a similar tagged γ-ray spectrum
as that obtained with α-decay tagging, it can be stated
with conviction that the broad distribution represents real
252No fission events.

3.2 Recoil-α and recoil-fission tagging

In recoil-decay tagging experiments, as each recoil is im-
planted into the position-sensitive implantation detector,
all γ-rays in coincidence with the recoil implant are stored.
A search is then made for recoil-decay pairs at the same
position in the detector within a given search time, this
technique is called recoil-gating [3]. The search time varies
from one experiment to another and it is dependent on
the background counting rate (typically a few half-lives of
the decay in question). The γ-rays associated with such
recoil-decay pairs are then incremented into a spectrum,
this technique is called recoil-decay tagging [4]. In the case
of 252No both α decay and fission events can be used to
tag γ-rays.

The γ-ray spectra obtained through recoil-fission tag-
ging and recoil-α tagging are shown in fig. 8. The upper
panel shows the γ-ray spectrum corresponding to corre-
lated recoil-fission pairs found at the same position in
the implantation detector within a search time of 15 s.
The selected fission events are those in channels 4700 to
7500 shown in the spectrum in fig. 6. The correspond-
ing recoil-α decay-tagged spectrum is shown in the mid-
dle panel. This spectrum is almost identical to the lower
panel in fig. 1 which was obtained in the original analysis
of Herzberg et al.. In both the recoil-fission and recoil-α
tagged spectra the yrast rotational sequence of 252No can
be clearly seen. The lower panel in fig. 8 shows a summed
γ-ray spectrum of those events from both the recoil-fission
and recoil-α tagging analysis. The advantage of using both

Fig. 8. Upper panel: γ-ray spectrum obtained through tagging
with 252No fission events. Middle panel: γ-ray spectrum ob-
tained through tagging with the 252No α decay. Bottom panel:
summed γ-ray spectrum from both recoil-fission and recoil-α
tagged events.

Fig. 9. Candidates for new transitions at the high-energy part
of the combined recoil-α and recoil-fission tagged γ-decay spec-
trum.
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tagging techniques can be seen, as the rotational band
sequence is much more pronounced, and the in-band in-
tensity ratios closer to those of the recoil-gated spectrum
shown in fig. 1. A further advantage of using the summed
spectrum can be seen in fig. 9, where an expansion of the
high-energy part of the combined γ-ray spectrum is shown.

In fig. 9, several candidates for high-energy peaks can
be seen, which are not visible in either the recoil-gated
or recoil-α tagged spectra. It is assumed that these peaks
correspond to transitions from high-lying non-yrast states,
similar to those recently observed in 254No [5]. Further
support for this interpretation comes from data recently
obtained using the velocity filter SHIP at GSI and frag-
ment mass analyser (FMA) at ANL. In those experiments
delayed γ-rays with similar-energies have been observed
to originate from 252No [16,17].

3.3 Alpha-decay and spontaneous-fission branching
ratios

The relative α-decay and spontaneous-fission branching
ratios can be determined on the basis of our data. A total
of 2890 252No α-decay events were detected, along with
a total of 1440 252No fission events. The observed values
must be corrected for the relevant detection efficiencies. In
the case of α decay the detection efficiency is 55% whilst
for fission fragments the detection efficiency is approxi-
mately 90%. The detection efficiency for fission fragments
is geometric, and is determined by the solid angle into
which a fission fragment escapes from the detector and
triggers the MWPC. All events where the fission fragment
does not trigger the MWPC are considered to be detected,
resulting in a value of 90%. After applying corrections for
the relative detection efficiencies the total number of α de-
cays was 5250 and the total number of fission events was
1620. From this the ratio of α-decay/SF can be determined
as α/SF = 3.3(8). This is in agreement with previously
reported values of α/SF = 2.7 [11] and α/SF = 3.6 [18].
A recently published study reported a fission branch of
bSF = (32± 3)% [19].

4 Summary

Fission events at the focal plane of RITU were analyzed for
the first time, and the new recoil-fission tagging method

was employed to obtain γ-ray spectra for 252No. The iden-
tical α-decay and fission half-lives prove the successful
identification of spontaneous fission of 252No. The iden-
tical yrast rotational band structure in the recoil-α and
recoil-fission tagged γ-ray spectra demonstrates the fea-
sibility of the recoil-fission tagging method. The simulta-
neous detection of α decay and spontaneous-fission events
provided direct access to the relative branching ratios. The
measured 252No α decay and fission branching ratios were
found to agree with previously published values.

From the combined γ-ray spectrum, an increase in
statistics of approximately 50% over the recoil-α tagged
spectrum can be seen. The highest-energy transitions
(those with lower statistics) are more clear and the tran-
sitions having the highest γ-ray energy can be confirmed.
At the higher energies, above 500 keV, there are candi-
dates for non-yrast transitions, as seen in the neighboring
even-even isotope 254No. Due to a lack of statistics and
γ-γ coincidences the identification of possible non-yrast
peaks is difficult and no firm conclusions concerning the
decay scheme can be drawn.
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